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2 Reusing conceptual scales in developingTOSCANA SystemsFocusing on the principal aspects of the development of TOSCANA Systemsrather then on technical or implementational details, the development of TOS-CANA Systems basically can be broken down to the following �ve steps:1. Formulation of the central business or research issues2. Assessment of available data and de�nition of basic contexts3. De�nition and implementation of the underlying data model4. De�nition and preparation of conceptual scales5. Test and review of the TOSCANA SystemThe de�nition of conceptual scales is a key step of the development process andmost relevant with regard to reuse. In this step, provisional query themes whichare formulated in the �rst step are re�ned to conceptual scales. Depending onthe amount of theory that the domain expert has on the attributes, we haveto consider two cases: theory- and data-driven development of the conceptualscales.2.1 Preparation of theory-driven scales with AnacondaThe �rst step in theory-driven preparation of conceptual scales is to choose, foreach database attribute, derived attributes which are meaningful to the user.The derived attributes are combined to a conceptual scale. The knowledge engi-neer brings in his knowledge about typical conceptual structures where standardscales (e. g., nominal, ordinal, interordinal, Boolean scales) are often used. To-gether with the domain expert he chooses one of the standard scales or { wherenecessary { creates a new, more speci�c scale.For each conceptual scale, the structure of its concept lattice, the layout ofits line diagram, the SQL-queries providing the reference to the database, and itsattributes are described in the description language Conscript ([12]). Only thelast two of them are domain-speci�c, while the structure of the concept latticeand the layout of the diagram can be reused. They are stored as an abstractscale. For a speci�c TOSCANA System, the conceptual scales are generated asconcrete scales which link the abstract scales with the domain-speci�c attributesand SQL-queries.The knowledge engineer and the domain expert interactively de�ne suitablescales for the intended system. If there is a scale of the same structure that wascreated for an earlier application, then the old abstract scale is taken and willbe combined with the new attributes and SQL queries to form a new concretescale. It is also possible to copy the abstract scale and modify it to �t better thenew application.The preparation of abstract and concrete scales is supported by the prepara-tor software Anaconda. At the moment, each scale needs at least a minimale�ort by the knowledge engineer. It is planned to provide a set of standard scales



for the standard data types of the database system. Then a �rst prototype ofa TOSCANA System can be generated automatically ([10]), and the knowledgeengineer will only be needed for �ne-tuning the system and for creating individ-ual scales.2.2 Establishment of data-driven scales with DOKUANAIf a part of the database consists only of Boolean attributes, then usually 5{10of them are grouped together in order to form one conceptual scale. Often onedoes not know which combinations of these 5{10 attributes can be realized byobjects in the database. Hence the only scale which can be applied is a Booleanscale providing all combinations. The big disadvantage of Boolean scales is theirexponential growth which restricts their applicability to at most �ve attributes.But if there are large dependencies between the attributes in the data, thenmore attributes may �t into a scale. DOKUANA is a tool which automaticallyextracts the structure of such a scale from the database. It is the task of theknowledge engineer and the domain expert to �nd a suitable grouping of theattributes.Updates in the database may provide new combinations of the attributes andhence require to extend the scale by new concepts. Small changes (up to ten newconcepts) can be handled automatically by TOSCANA; larger changes cause awarning message, and the scale has to be regenerated with DOKUANA.In the data-driven design one does not refer to formerly established abstractscales. However, further research may use them for supporting the layout ofdata-driven scales. As long as satisfying automatic layout algorithms for linediagrams for concept lattices do not exist, one could search the existing abstractscales for a similar scale with a \readable" layout.DOKUANA also allows the use of knowledge about hyponomy (i. e., subcon-cept{superconcept relation) between the database attributes. This knowledgemight be derived from a thesaurus or a conceptual taxonomy. Then the resultingdata-driven scales respect these relationships.3 ConclusionWe considered three di�erent levels of reuse in the development process ofTOSCANA Systems:1. The management system TOSCANA is a domain independent universal tool,and can be used without being adapted or recon�gured.2. Abstract scales support the reuse of conceptual hierarchies in di�erent do-mains.3. Knowledge provided by thesauri and conceptual taxonomies can be consid-ered for the data-driven generation of conceptual scales.
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